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Padre says: 

 Excitement Builds With Danger For Even Bigger Fourth Flint Hills Bull Blowout  
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 “There is no 
such thing as 
bad weather, 
only different 
kinds of good 

weather.”  

  
   The most dangerous sport participated in by man is getting even more treacherous. 
   Unlike days of yesteryear, when rodeo bulls from the Southwest rangelands threw 
cowboys off largely due to sheer size, strength and male prowess, today’s bulls are bred 
with the sole purpose of bucking off cowboys.  
   However, the cowboys of today are a different lot as well, not like the range-tough 
rancher who typically participated in rodeo as a pastime. Modern-day bull riders are fit, 
trim, athletes on stringent diets and calisthenics programs who climb on mean buckers 
to make a living. 
   The “best of the best “rodeo bucking bulls and the most elite champion rodeo cow-
boys and professional competition bull riders in the world are to be featured at the 
fourth annual Flint Hills Bull Blowout Saturday evening, Sept.14, at Strong City. 
   “Our bull riding the first three years has been such a success that we’re adding sever-
al special attractions this year to make it bigger and better,” exclaimed Kim Reyer, one 
of the event coordinators, and brainchild for the increasingly-popular-attraction. 
   “We’re really excited about the quality of the bulls, and the top notch cowboys who 
will be competing, right here in the rodeo arena made famous by world champion cow-
boys Gerald and Ken Roberts, their sister Marge and dad E.C.,” Reyer pointed out. 
   Reyer’s Country Store, just across Highway 50 from the arena, and Flint Hills Genet-
ics, a bucking bull breeding program, owned in part by Reyer, are again sponsoring the 
bucking bull extravaganza, along with a number of other supporting businesses.  
   Advertised and promoted on 580 WIBW and The BIG 94.5 Country, the competition 
will feature several of the bulls Reyer has produced with his partners, sons-in-law, Ad-
am Spain and Kyle Gibb. Majority of the bulls including Gray Squirrel (shown),  will be 
from Jimmy Crowther’s world-renowned New Frontier Rodeo Company at Roxbury, .  
   An added attraction this year will be Wesley Engelkes, best known as “The Hippie,” 
who is a Professional Rodeo Cowboys Association contract entertainer, clown, bullfight-

er and rodeo barrel man.  

 
 

   Children from a wide area for the past 
three years have participated in the sheep 
riding, known as mutton bustin,’ and there 
has been even an expanded interest, accord-
ing to Reyer. A $5 participation fee will be 
accessed for youth six and under with com-
petition starting 6:30 p.m. 

 
 

   The chicken scramble for youngsters 10 
and under was also a feature the past three 
years that is being anticipated to add humor 
for everyone in the bleachers again during 
this year’s Saturday evening intermission. 
    


